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Scheduling the first meeting to develop a scanning project  



What not to do at the first scanning project meeting:

• Tell colleagues “They 

are going to love it!”

• Use acronyms and/or        

hi-tech vocabulary

• Start without a plan

Steps that were helpful:

1) Find out what records 

colleagues need better 

access to

2) Use the MU-1 (or 

applicable schedule) to a 

identify a record series for 

scanning

3) Identify resources you need 

to be successful



We consider a “scanning project” in 

terms of  a record series (as outlined 

in the MU-1 Schedule).

The Choice to Scan by:

Department 

Document

or Project? 

“Just the  right size” for us was a finite project 

such as “claims” or a specific set of  board minutes 

or local laws (by month and year).



Scanning by “Project”

• Colleagues view claims on a regular 

basis for a variety of  reasons.

• 150 claims a month for payment; 

Storing 6 years of  claims used 25 

cubic feet of  records storage space. 

• Our short-term goal was 

implement electronic records 

mgmt. with a meaningful project 

and utilize a temporary and later, 

part-time records clerk.



Who to include in a developing a scanning project:

• Department Head

• Key Department Staff  
person (who will use info)

• RMO

• IT Department

• Records Clerk

If  using an outsource vendor:

• Purchasing agent 
(RFP/RFQ)

• Fiscal ($)



Step 1: Create the Master Folder System in the ECMS

Master folders are generally named 

by departments or function.

Subfolders will generally be 

categories/names of  records     

series that have :

- an MU-1, MI-1, CO-2 or ED-1 Item No. 

and required retention period.

- parameters for search and retrieval (date, 

name, a number or other standardized 

identifiers) to assign to a template.

ECMS



• May be viewed with “read-

only” ECMS access

• Other documents that may be 

scanned to this folder in the 

future:

Town policies & procedures

Blank Employee-related forms

“PublicStaffAccess is a Master Folder to store information needed by 

multiple town departments.  We store “Claims” in this master folder.

Example of  a Master Folder file named by a function:



“Dover Parcels”  is an ECMS Master Folder  (Function) with Town of  

Dover Parcel Information (3772 subfolders)



Step 2: Create a template to assign information to a scanned record for 

search and retrieval



Close up of  a 

“Dover Parcels” Template



Close up of  

a Registrar’s 

record 

template



Using a Scanning Project 

Request Form…

- Organizes information before a 

scanning project is 

implemented to save time and 

mistakes

- Integrates stakeholders in the 

ECMS development process

- Transforms departmental 

“silos” to afford access to a 

record’s information through   

its entire lifecycle.



Benefits of  a well-executed scanning project

• You will be able to search and retrieve records with confidence 

and accuracy.

• Others will have access to documents (within their permission 

rights) at need and convenience to serve residents and the 

public efficiently and effectively.

• Your organization can securely retain records for their retention 

period and reduce storage footprint with optimal access and 

functionality.



Thank you!

Katie Palmer-House, Ed.D.

Dover Town Clerk

townclerk@townofdoverny.us


